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business but above all... 
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2universal implementation: research | intuition over memory

never surface  
actions that a user  

cannot initiate

breaking out 
actions by roles, 
allows clean ui 
without confusion 
and frustration.

enable 
immediate deep 

dives into all 
available data

allow as much 
customization 
[structural and 

visual]  
as possible

companies need 
to structure their 
UI as it makes 
sense to them.

design with an 
eye to future 

tablet 
implementation

keep users resident 
while still revealing 
deep-dive data 
coherently.

understand mobile 
usability patterns and 
affordances for future 
possible migration 
without disrupting the 
experience.



3the challenge:  research | clarity exceeds expectations

simplify user’s  
workflow

• establish hierarchy 

• deliver optimized, role-
based experience 

• eliminate unnecessary 
data points and functions 

• maintain focus to 
accomplish objective / task

bring data TO 
the users

• progressive disclosure 

• at-a-glance primary 
information 

• drill-down to secondary / 
tertiary information 

• visualizations for holistic 
understanding

delighted users

• exceed expectations in 
functionality and use 

• deliver key functionality 
that does not exist in their 
current solution 

• intuitive experience



4the users: research | empathize & understand

triage analyst expertise 

• monitors alert queue 

• identifies suspicious activity (time-based) 

• dispositions alerts

common flow 

1. logs in 

2. opens alert from queue 

3. conducts assessment 

4. dispositions alert

Allyson tech skill 

knowledge

investigator expertise 
• investigates cases  

• identifies need for deeper analysis 

• works on multiple cases simultaneously 

• collects evidence 

• dispositions cases

common flow 

1. logs in 

2. opens case from queue 

3. conducts assessment 

4. requests analysis 

5. collects evidence 

6. dispositions caseIsaac tech skill 

knowledge



5previous version: leverage & extend

“Clunky.”

User feedback dictated we: 

•take the product in a more 
visual and engaging 
direction  

•surface analytics in a more 
meaningful manner in 
order for them to quickly 
assess potential fraud 

The old framework did not 
allow for some of the 
fundamental changes we 
needed so we started from 
scratch for a robust cloud 
application. We leveraged the 
foundational work done on the 
first iteration and greatly 
extended it’s functionality and 
reach.

“We only want to see what we need, not 
everything that’s in the back-end.”



6the iterative process: fail fast for iconic outcomes

we garnered feedback from: 

•sponsor user iterative feedback 

• internal SMEs (Subject Matter Experts) 

•exploratory and evaluative research 

we iteratively tested with SMEs and Sponsor Users: 

1. revalidated use cases from v1 

2.surfaced new use cases 

3.evaluated task flows 

4.developed wireframes 

5.created UX and Design specs 

6.designed pixel-perfect UI screens 

7. delivered  visual assets for implementation 

8.delivered final product



7the hills: who  |  what  |  WOW

Allyson, the Fraud Triage Analyst, can make well-informed 

decisions about the risk associated with an alert in order to close 

or escalate the alert for further investigation in under 30 seconds. 

• complete: Has all the information she needs to make a well-informed decision 

• intuitive: Simple navigation where she can take appropriate action with very few clicks 

• efficient: Applicable alerts are routed to the appropriate triage analyst based on her role  

Isaac, the Fraud Investigator, can view all relevant data, including 

data from different types of cases, to determine if a subject has 

carried out fraudulent activity, in half the normal time.  

• smart: The system learns from previous dispositions to surface more accuracy to users 

• complete: Analyze data from multiple sources with powerful search capability to provide a holistic 

view of the subject of the investigation 

• intuitive: More “point-and-click”, less form-based interaction than competitor’s solution

1

2



8

the outcome



9the feedback

Our Summary/Details views became a distinct 
strategic advantage in the market.

“This looks great! The UI is key.”
“It's so much better! I'm 

very satisfied very intuitive!” 

ease of use & customization 

visual clarity & design 

data analytic representation 

added needful features (suggested by us & users)



10the triage analyst

triage analyst expertise 

• monitors alert queue 

• identifies suspicious activity (time-based) 

• dispositions alerts

common flow 

1. logs in 

2. opens alert from queue 

3. conducts assessment 

4. dispositions alert

Allyson tech skill 

knowledge

day-to-day: Allyson’s daily job is to triage incoming alerts to, accurately determine, in under 15 seconds, if there is 
suspicious activity. If there is an alert that  seems suspicious, she will disposition that alert as Potential Fraud which 
then routes it to an Investigator queue for further scrutiny and confirmation. 

main scenario: (1) Allyson logs in after lunch and sees that a number of new criticalHigh Risk alerts have come in 
while she was away. She knows that time is of the essence and she needs to (2) accurately analyze the High Risk 
alert to get it to the Investigators quickly in case there is actual fraud. She inspects it and (3) quickly and correctly 
dispositions it as suspicious, in under 15 seconds.

“What if I miss something important?!”



11login: set expectations from the start

Allyson logs into CFM. 

___________________ 
• more engaging background 
• use icons from the ui to start 

to set the visual language

triage analyst
Allyson

+A1



12welcome: set the mood and access

triage analyst
Allyson

Allyson is greeted with her time-aware 
welcome page where she chooses her 
role.  

She can opt to not have to choose her 
role every time by checking the box. 
_____________________ 
In order to enable role changing in the current 
framework, we designed 3 greeting screens. 
• time-aware 
• roles dictate allowable ui / actions 
• calming & visually appealing

+A1

Triage Analyst



13inbox: deliver relevant data to the user

Allyson is greeted with her 
Inbox. She sees that a number 
of High and one Very High 
alert has come in while she 
was at lunch.  

She knows she needs to look 
at the first one quickly in case 
it is validly suspicious, to route 
it to an Investigator ASAP. 

Allyson selects the alert. 
_____________________ 
Users are now able to: 
• quickly scan and sort their alerts  
• quickly disposition based on the 

back-end analytics feed 
• sort based on meaningful criteria

“We really like (this) screen, it's clean and looks good!.”  
“(I like that) I have not had to switch views.”   

“This looks great! The UI is key.” 

triage analyst
Allyson



14summary/details: data deep-dive 1

Allyson is taken to her 
summary/details card view 
card view for the first alert. 

Allyson sees that  there are 
many business objects pinned 
to this alert by the analytic that 
are also part of existing cases. 
_____________________ 
Users can select one alert and be taken 
immediately to a holistic card view 
allowing them:  
• a faster, more thorough analysis of 

fraud 
• collapsable top to gain more real 

estate for data 
• individually collapse bottom sections 

to focus on areas of interest

“It's so much better! I'm very satisfied very intuitive and less clunky.”  

“I like the multiple information sections on the screen!” 

triage analyst
Allyson



15summary/details: data deep-dive 2

Allyson can click on any 
business object to launch the 
dock slider pane overlay to see 
all the properties if she needs 
to inspect further. 
_____________________ 
Scalable solution allowing users to 
immediately access:  
• Tasks (due/overdue) 
• Details (expanded data view) 
• Filters (contextually grouped) 
This allows users to stay resident in 
their screen while accessing relevant 
data efficiently, and is scalable as the 
solution evolves. 

“It's so much better! I'm very satisfied very intuitive and less clunky.”  

“I like the multiple information sections on the screen!” 

Event ID: 10023

triage analyst
Allyson



16summary/details: informed decision

Based on the data delivered by 
the analytics, Allyson is certain 
that this alert is suspicious. 

She clicks the icon to mark as 
suspicious, which will now set 
this alert on an investigative 
workflow automatically. She did 
her accurate analysis in under 
15 seconds. 

Allyson is taken back to her 
inbox where she will now 
analyze the next alert in queue.

“It's so much better! I'm very satisfied very intuitive and less clunky.”  

“I like the multiple information sections on the screen!” 

triage analyst
Allyson



investigator expertise 
• investigates cases  

• identifies need for deeper analysis 

• works on multiple cases simultaneously 

• collects evidence 

• dispositions cases

common flow 

1. logs in 

2. opens case from queue 

3. conducts assessment 

4. requests analysis 

5. collects evidence 

6. dispositions caseIsaac tech skill 

knowledge

17the investigator

day-to-day: Isaac’s daily job is to thoroughly investigate cases (Alerts that have been marked ‘Suspicious’ by a 
Triage Analyst) and to definitively disposition as ‘Probable fraud’ to be passed on to the authorities. Isaac also 
works with other Investigators and Analysts to identify new fraud patterns with the help of the analytics. 

main scenario: (1) Isaac logs in to CFM after dinner and sees that a case with a score of Very High has been 
added to his inbox. (2) he selects it in order to see every related and potentially related objects are associated with 
it, as well as view the data in different ways to better understand the holistic view of this case. (3) He confidently 
dispositions this case as ‘Likely Fraud’ to allow the proper authorities to be alerted in order to stop the perpetrator. 

“I need to ensure I provide a defensible, accurate case for fraud”



18login: set expectations from the start

Isaac logs into CFM. 

___________________ 
• more engaging background 
• use icons from the ui to start 

to set the visual language

+A1

investigator
Isaac



19welcome: set the mood and access

Isaac is greeted with his time-aware 
welcome page where he chooses his 
role.  

He can opt to not have to choose his 
role every time by checking the box. 
_____________________ 
In order to enable role changing in the current 
framework, we designed 3 greeting screens. 
• time-aware 
• roles dictate allowable ui / actions 
• calming & visually appealing

investigator
Isaac

+A1

Investigator



20inbox: deliver relevant data to the user

Isaac is greeted with his Inbox. 
He sees that there is a Very 
High case at the top.  

Isaac selects the alert. 
_____________________ 
Users are now able to: 
• quickly scan and sort their alerts  
• quickly disposition based on the 

back-end analytics feed 
• sort based on meaningful criteria

“We really like (this) screen, it's clean and looks good!.”  
“(I like that) I have not had to switch views.”   

“This looks great! The UI is key.” 

investigator
Isaac



21summary/details: data deep-dive 1

Isaac is taken to the card view. 

He scans through the related 
objects and sees that there are 
many pinned to this case by the 
analytic. This is a huge flag for 
him. 

Isaac clicks the map view in 
order to see the location of the 
objects as they relate to this 
case to determine if there is a 
location pattern. 
_____________________ 
Users can select one alert and be taken 
immediately to a holistic card view 
allowing them:  
• a faster, more thorough analysis of 

fraud 
• collapsable top to gain more real 

estate for data 
• individually collapse bottom sections 

to focus on areas of interest
“It's so much better! I'm very satisfied very intuitive and less clunky.”  

“I like the multiple information sections on the screen!” 

investigator
Isaac
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22summary/details: show visual patterns & relationships

“Size and presentation of metrics is good!”  

“Color differences are useful!” 

Isaac immediately sees that there is 
a geographic pattern to the data, as 
well as certain days that the majority 
of activity happened. This a second 
flag for Isaac. 

Isaac can click on any map or 
timeline item with a popup to review 
the data for that item while staying 
resident on this screen. 

Isaac is able to determine that this 
case not only is likely fraud, but he 
also may have uncovered a potential 
pattern. 

Isaac clicks on Relationships to view 
child items as well as potential 
analytic objects CFM thinks may be 
related. 

_____________________ 
Every item on the map and timeline 
takes you to a deeper dive. 
• an analysis by location to determine if 

the fraud is centralized in a certain 
geographical area 

• see event groupings to determine if 
there is a time pattern 

• expand each section’s real estate 
• adjust the map and timeline scale

investigator
Isaac



23summary/details: propose potential valences

“It’s key for us to see current and potential relationships.” 

Isaac sees that there is one 
child, and 2 potential analytic 
suggestions. 

He selects the child and can 
see a preview of all the data 
available in an embedded right 
pane. he also reviews the 
Related items and pins them to 
this case. 

Isaac is confident through the 
analytics delivered to him, that 
this case is likely fraud and 
dispositions it, in half the time 
it took on his old system. 

_____________________ 
Users can change views to the 
relationship view that: 
• shows all the child relationships  
• reveals analytic potentially related 

items 
• allows live linking as users determine 

relevant relationships



24universal rule

users need customized relevant analytics 
surfaced only when needed, in order to make 

better informed immediate decisions. 

+ =
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and the journey continues, 

turning evolution into revolution. 


